So Punk Rock (And Other
Ways to Disappoint Your
Mother)
by Micol Ostow
Four suburban New Jersey
students from the Leo R.
Gittleman Jewish Day School
form a rock band that
becomes inexplicably popular.

The Schwa Was Here
by Neal Shusterman
A Brooklyn eighth-grader
nicknamed Antsy befriends
the Schwa, an "invisible-ish"
boy who is tired of blending
into his surroundings and
going unnoticed by nearly
everyone.

The Life and (Medieval)
Times of Kit Sweetly

The Greatest Zombie
Movie Ever

by Jamie Pacton

by Jeff Strand

When Kit takes her brother's
place as a knight at a
medieval-themed restaurant,
clobbers the Green Knight,
and reveals her identity at the
end of the show, she rockets
into Internet fame and a
whole lot of trouble.

Justin and his filmmaking
buddies plan a fantastic
zombie film starring a
beautiful actress only to have
their efforts hampered by a
one-month timeline and
uncooperative extras.

The Field Guide to the
North American
Teenager

Trouble Is a Friend of
Mine

by Ben Philippe

Zoe is befriended by Digby, a
charismatic young vigilante,
who cons her into assisting
with several illegal ventures
including one that actually
saves their hometown.

When Norris, a Black French
Canadian, starts his junior
year at an Austin, Texas, high
school, he views his fellow
students as clichés from "a
bad 90s teen movie."

Denton Little's
Deathdate
by Lance Rubin
With his deathdate in the
immediate future, Denton
Little fills his days with
dramatic firsts, until a purple
rash appears and a stranger
shows up at his funeral with a
warning about suspicious
government characters.

by Stephanie Tromly

Poison
by Bridget Zinn
When sixteen-year-old Kyra, a
potions master, tries to save
her kingdom by murdering the
princess, who is also her best
friend, the poisoned dart
misses its mark and Kyra
becomes a fugitive pursued by
the King's army and her exboyfriend Hal.

These books can be found in the
Young Adult section of the library.

The Haters

Dan vs. Nature

by Jesse Andrews

by Don Calame

Forging a bond over musical
chemistry and a shared
disdain for phony pretenders,
three young jazz artists escape
their summer music camp and
endeavor to escape the law
long enough to establish
themselves at a high-profile
show.

A teen graphic novel artist is
sent by his mother on a
survivalist camping trip to
bond with his soon-to-bestepdad. The haphazard trip
is marked by pranks, his
germaphobe best friend, an
attractive girl, and the loss of
their guide.

Guy Langman, Crime
Scene Procrastinator

Freaky in Fresno

by Book Author

Two estranged cousins, a
horror-movie enthusiast and a
makeup guru, accidentally
switch bodies during a fateful
summer road trip that helps
them see themselves, and
each other, in revelatory ways.

Guy Langman, his best friend
Anoop, and other members of
the school Forensics Club
investigate a break-in and a
possible murder, which could
be connected to the
mysterious past of Guy's
recently-deceased father.

Beauty Queens

by Laurie Boyle Crompton

A Complicated Love
Story Set in Space
by Shaun David Hutchinson
Sixteen-year-olds Noa, DJ, and
Jenny awake on a spaceship,
unaware of how they got there
or what is coming, but soon
Noa and DJ are falling in love.

The Gentleman's Guide
to Vice and Virtue

by Mackenzi Lee

Vowing to make his yearlong
escapade across Europe his last
hurrah before taking over the
family estate, Henry "Monty"
Montague and his best friend
Percy find themselves in the
middle of a dangerous manhunt
involving pirates and
highwaymen.

Boys Don't Knit (In
Public)

The Girl Least Likely

When a plane full of teenage
beauty queens crashes on a
desert island, stranding them
away from tiaras and
technology, their inherently
competitive natures combine
with the wild challenges they
encounter in survival-testing
and hilarious ways.

by T. S. Easton

Leading a double life as
Sabrina, a funny-girl alter-ego
that frees her to explore who
she really is and what she
really wants, teen stand-up
comic Gretchen is torn
between two boys as she
learns to be her truest self.

52 Reasons to Hate My
Father

This Will Be Funny
Someday

Sleeping Freshmen
Never Lie

by Jessica Brody

by Katie Henry

by David Lubar

Spoiled party girl Lexington
Larrabee's days of making
tabloid headlines may be at an
end when her father decides
she must learn some values
by working a different lowwage job every week for a
year or forfeit her trust fund.

Sixteen-year-old Izzy, has
stumbled across her dream of
doing stand-up comedy, but
hiding it from family and
friends is causing her many
untruths to quickly unravel.

While navigating his first year
of high school and awaiting
the birth of his new baby
brother, Scott loses old friends
and gains some unlikely new
ones as he hones his skills as
a writer.

by Libba Bray

After a brush with the law,
Ben, a worrier, must take up a
new hobby and chooses
knitting, an activity at which he
excels but must try to keep
secret from his friends,
enemies, and sports-obsessed
father.

by Katy Loutzenhiser

